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Abstract: The most of the existing LID systems based on the 

Gaussian Mixture model. The main requirement of the GMM 
based LID system is it require large amount of speech data to train 
the GMM model. Most of the Indian languages have the similarity 
because they are derived from Devanagari. Even though common 
phonemes  exists in phoneme sets across the Indian languages, 
each language contain its unique phonotactic constraints imposed 
by the language. Any modeling technique capable of capturing all 
these slight variations imposed by the language is one of the 
important language identification cue. To model the GMM based 
LID system which captures above variations it require large 
number of mixture components.To model the large number of 
mixture components using Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), the 
technique requires a large number of training data for each 
language class, which is very difficult to get for Indian languages. 
The main objective of GMM-UBM based LID system is it require 
less amount of training data to train(model) the system. In this 
paper, the importance of GMM-UBM modeling for language 
identification (LID)  task for Indian languages are explored using 
new set of feature vectors. In GMM-UBM LID system based on 
the new feature vectors, the phonotactic variations imparted by 
different Indian languages are modeled using Gaussian Mixture 
model and Universal Background Model (GMM-UBM) 
technique. In this type of modeling,   some amount of data from 
each class of language is pooled to create a universal background 
model. From this UBM model each model class is adapted. In this 
study, it is found that the performance of new feature vectors 
GMM-UBM based LID system is superior when compared to 
conventional new feature vectors based GMM  LID system. 

 
 Keywords: Universal Background Model(UBM), Gaussian 

Mixture Model(GMM), Language Identification (LID) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The speech utterance  not only contains message being 
conveyed, but also contains information related to the 
speaker, language and speaker emotional state related 
information  in it. Language identification (LID)  is the task 
of identifying the language being is spoken from short speech 
duration. It is an important enabling technology for spoken 
document retrieval  and  multilingual speech recognition.  
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The performance of LID system mainly depends on amount 
of language specific discriminative information incorporated 
into the system and type of modeling techniques that are 
employed for LID task [1].  
There is a lot of similarity among Indian languages, this will 
have influence on phonotactic constraints are impaired on 
that languages. Owning to  this similarity, to develop a  LID 
system with large number of mixture components and huge 
amount of training data of a language is a prerequisite and in 
practice, we often suffer from insufficient training data to 
build a GMM from scratch. The Gaussian mixture model 
(GMM) – Universal Background Model (UBM) training 
process offers a solution to overcome such a problem. The 
most of the conventional GMM based LID systems require 
large amount of training data to model the characteristics of 
the languages. The GMM-UBM based LID system requires 
minimum amount of training data when compared to the 
conventional GMM based LID system. In this work the 
universal background method (UBM) is proposed which uses 
acoustic-phonetic information using new feature vectors for 
discriminating language specific information [2].  
In this paper, a GMM LID system and GMM-UBM LID 
system is developed based on new feature vectors. First the 
new feature extraction method based GMM LID system is 
developed. Followed by the GMM-UBM LID system model 
is introduced as an alternate to GMM LID system model. To 
build a GMM-UBM LID system, the speech corpus  of 
different language are taken into account for building a 
background model. Later, the UBM was used as an initial 
model for the enrollment phase in the GMM-UBM based LID 
system. In this approach, a language-specific GMM is 
adapted or derived from the UBM using Bayesian adaptation 
process. Instead of performing maximum likelihood training 
of the GMM for each language, this model is adapted from 
the well trained UBM parameters. Subsequently, 
performance of  language identification (LID) performance is 
evaluated on both GMM and GMM- UBM LID systems by 
varying number of mixture components with different test 
durations of speech. This GMM-UBM model based LID 
system gives better performance than the GMM based LID 
system. 
This paper is organized as follows. First the new feature 
extraction method based on frequency of occurrence 
phonemes is different between languages is described. 
Followed by GMM based modeling and GMM-UBM  based 
modeling approaches for LID is discussed in section three.  
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Finally GMM based LID system, GMM-UBM based LID 
system and its identification performance is analyzed.  

II. FEATURE EXTACTION 

The any LID task basically divided into three phases, namely 
feature extraction, training and testing.  

A. Exploring New Feature Vectors for GMM-UBM LID 

The feature extraction is based on the frequency of 
occurrence of phonemes, also called probability of each 
feature vector in the acoustic class. Each Gaussian represents 
one acoustic class (cluster).This new type of feature vectors 
capture variations in the frequency of occurrence of 
phonemes across the languages effectively. In traditional 
MFCC feature vector based LID system, the phonemic 
differences is represented as a scalar (probability) value and 
this is given to the classifier for identification. Here, the 
phonemic differences is represented as a vector instead of 
scalar value and this is given to the GMM-UBM classifier for 
language identification [3]. 
In the first phase, from the speech signal language Li , a 12 
dimensional MFCC feature vectors are extracted.  Using 
these MFCC feature vectors R Gaussians mixtures (clusters) 
are formed.   
Once R clusters(Gaussians) are formed, the feature vector 
                is passed through a each Guassian Gi by 
producing the probability P1 using probability density 
function.  For each feature vector the probability P1is 
calculated against Gaussian using probability density 
function. This  P1 represent the first coefficient in the new 
feature vector. In this way the feature vector pass through R 
Gaussians by creating R coefficients namely P1,P2,…,PR in 
the  feature vector as shown Fig.1. The new feature vector 
with dimension is  R.  
In same way, all the feature vectors passed through ‘R’ 

Gaussians G1,G2,…,GR generating R dimensional feature 
vector P1,P2,…,PR. That means the 12 dimensional MFCC 
feature of size n are transformed into R dimensional new 
feature vector of size n. The 12 dimensional MFCC feature 
vector is represented into R dimensional new feature vector. 
In the new feature vector, each Gaussian probability density 
represents one coefficient. When the number of coefficients 
are 15, the good identification performance is achieved. The 
12 dimensional MFCC feature vector is represented as a 15 
dimensional feature vector as shown in Fig.2.  The newly 
formed feature vector is given to GMM-UBM based LID 
classifier for language identification purpose. 

 

Fig.1.: Parameter estimation for new feature vector P. 

 

Fig.2: Transforming from 12 dimensional MFCC feature 
vector to 15 dimensional feature vector 

III. NEW FEATURE VECTORS BASED LID SYSTEM 

Using new formed feature vectors the language models are 
created. For the GMM LID task, the language models are 
created by modeling the new feature vectors using GMM as 
explained in the next section. Next GMM-UBM LID task, 
language models are created by modeling the new feature 
vectors using GMM parameters are adopted from UBM as 
explained in the next section[4] [5].  

A. GMM Based LID System 

The               be a new feature vector in D 
dimensional observation data.   
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The probability  distribution of observation data is given by  
                                 

 
                                     (1) 

Where M indicate the number of mixture components 
(Gaussian), the    indicate the weights of mixture component 
for i = 1, .., M   and The mixture component  weights satisfy 

the condition  


M

i ip
1

1. The       represent the mixture 

component density and given by  

                   
 

           
      

 

 
              

          (2) 

These parameters can be collectively represented as 

 , ,i i ip    for i = 1, … M . Each language in a 

language identification system can be represented by one 
distinct GMM and is referred by the language models i , for 

i= 1, 2, 3,…..K, where K is the number of languages under 
consideration. 
During GMM training, clusters are formed within the 
training data. The main goal is to estimate the GMM 
parameters  for the new feature vectors. The most common 
approach to estimate the GMM parameters is the maximum 
likelihood estimation. The main objective of maximum 
likelihood is to estimate the model parameters which 
maximize the likelihood of the GMM for the given  new 
feature vectors. For the sequence of n new feature vectors 
GMM likelihood can be defined as  

                                     
                     (3) 

The maximum likelihood GMM parameters are estimated 
using Expectation-maximization (EM) iterative algorithm. 
The basic idea of EM process is to start with a initial model   

and estimate a new model such a way that        

       . In the next iteration the new model      model 
becomes the initial model and the process is repeated until the 
a convergence is reached. For each EM iteration, to 
re-estimate the GMM parameters the following formulas are 
used which indicate the monotonic increase in the GMM 
likelihood value. 

            Mixture weight     
 

 
    
                    (4) 

   Means:      
             
 
   

            
   

                           (5) 

   Variance:    
             

   
   

            
   

    
                (6) 

a. New Feature Vectors Based LID using GMM 

During feature extraction in GMM based LID system, using 
new feature extraction method new feature vectors are 
extracted.  First from the speech corpus of each language Li, 

12 dimensional MFCC feature vectors are extracted. The 
extracted 12 dimensional feature vectors are transformed into 
15 dimensional new feature vectors. This is repeated for all 
the languages under consideration and separate set of new 
feature vectors are obtained for each language under 
consideration. 

Training the Model 

During training, the new feature vectors of the language Li 
are clustered using  K-means clustering algorithm. Using EM 
algorithm GMM parameters are re-estimated for the language 
the Li. In this way  GMM is created    as shown in the 
Figure.3. In this Now the GMM parameters are re-estimated 
using EM algorithm. For each language Li , one GMM is 
created. This procedure is repeated for all the languages 

under consideration and separate GMMs are created for each 
language. The steps involved in the GMM training as 
follows. 

 

Fig.3: GMM training for language identification system 

Training Phase: 
for each language Li   (1≤ i ≤ M) from language L1 to LM do 
  i) for each   language  Li extract  12 dimensional MFCC 
features  
 ii)create 15 Gaussians  using MFCC feature vectors of 
language Li             
 iii) for each   MFCC feature vector Xk (1≤ k≤ N) of  language 

Li    do 
          Xk  passing through 15 Gaussians  to create new feature 
vector  Pk       
         end  
         Initialize GMM parameters λi=(pi, μi, ∑i) using     
        K-means clustering  for language Li 

        train λi for optimal solution using EM algorithm. 
end. 

During testing, for the given test speech observation 
X=(x1,x2,….,xt), the 12 dimensional MFCC feature vectors 
are extracted. This 12 dimensional feature vectors are 
transformed into 15 dimensional feature vectors. Using these 
new test feature vectors, the likelihood value is calculated 
against each GMM model. The model which gives maximum 
likelihood value is declared as the identified language as 
shown in Fig.4. The steps involved in the GMM testing as 
follows. 

Testing Phase: 
 // The procedure of generating new feature vector with 15 
elements is identical as in  the training phase    
  i)from  test speech utterance X=(X1,X2,…..,Xt)  12 
dimensional extract MFCC features   
 ii)X passing through 15 Gaussians to create new feature 
vectors  P   
 iii)for each model  λ1, λ1,…. λM  do 
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               p(P|λ) is calculated, where p(P| λi) is the probability 
of the  
              observation sequence  of  new feature vectors  P(P1, 
P2 ,…. Pt). 
        end  
 iv)Calculate 1-max result for a given testing speech 
utterance using  

               λiPp
1

maxarg
Mi 

 

 

Fig. 4: GMM testing for language identification system. 

b. Database Used for the Present Study 

For this study IITKGP-MLILSC  multi lingual Indian 
language speech data base is used. This speech database 
consists of 27 regional languages. For each language ten 
speakers including both male and female are present. For 
each language one hour speech data is available in the data 
base.  
The performance of the GMM LID system not only depends 
on the feature vectors newly derived feature vectors it also 
depends on the GMM parameters. The GMM parameters 
consists of dimension of the new feature vectors, total 
number of feature vectors (size) and number of  mixture 
components. Here for language identification purpose five 
languages are considered. For training and testing purpose 
different speaker data are used. For training purpose eight 
speakers   and testing purpose two speakers data are 
considered. For the training 25-30 minutes of speech data for 
each language is used under consideration. For testing 
purpose, different duration of speech  such as 3ses, 5sec and 
10 sec are considered and 100 samples are used for the testing 
purpose.  

B.  UBM-GMM Based LID System 

In language identification, adaptation of the acoustic models 
to new operating conditions is very important because of 
variability of data due to different environment, speaking 
styles, speakers and so on. As in the conventional GMM 
based LID, the performance of the system suffers  due to 
variability of  speaker, channel and environment present in 
the speech data. But in GMM-UBM based LID system, it is 
vulnerable to undesired variability due to non language 
effects, such as speaker and channel present in the speech 
data[6]. In this, the language specific GMM models are 
created by adapting from the UBM based language model. 

The UBM is language model which represents a general 
language model, which is independent of language, speaker 
and channel.  

a. Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) Parameter 
Estimation 

Like in EM iterative algorithm, the adaptation method is a 
two-step estimation process.  The EM algorithm is used to 
train the language models, same way in GMM-UBM 
adaptation based models are used to train using maximum a 
posteriori estimation (MAP) approach.  
The adaptation MAP process first, align  target training data 
into UBM mixture components  using equation (7). Next 
calculate the sufficient statistics, which are known as 
Baum-Welch statistics from the new feature vectors using 
following equations (8). It is possible to adopt all parameters 
or  some of them from the UBM model. But it is found that,  
adopting the means only will work well in practice using 
equation (9). Then update the target language model 
parameters using  Baum-Welch statistics  and adapt 
parameter() using equation (4). Here r indicate relevance 
factor, which controls the rate of adaptation.   

        
       

        
 
   

                  (7) 

                 
 
                       (8) 

               
 
              (9) 

        
  

    
                                      (10) 

                   
         (11) 

a. New Feature Vectors Based LID using GMM-UBM 

During feature extraction in GMM-UBM based LID system,  
from speech database  new feature vectors are extracted. For   
this first from the speech corpus of each language Li, 12 
dimensional MFCC feature vectors are extracted. The 
extracted 12 dimensional feature vectors are transformed into 
15 dimensional new feature vectors using new feature 
extraction method explained in the previous section. This is 
repeated for all the languages under consideration and 
separate set of new feature vectors are obtained for each 
language under consideration. 

Training the Model 

In this new feature vectors  ten speaker data of each language  
data is present in the database. From these three speaker 
speech data of the all the languages are polled to create a 
universal background model. The other five speaker speech 
data is used to adapt the universal background model to 
develop the corresponding language model. Here the five 
language GMM-UBM LID system is developed with varying 
the number of mixture components such as 128,256,512 and 
1024.  
During the training, first to create the UBM,   120-150 
minutes of speech data of all languages are used. This 
universal background model is used to adopt  all the classes 
to develop the corresponding language models. During this 
adaptation process, 18sec data from all the five speakers of a 
language i.e total 90 sec of speech data per language is used 
to develop the corresponding language models. 
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IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

a. New Feature Based GMM LID System 

For GMM based LID task five languages are considered 
namely Hindi, Kanda, Telugu, Tamil and Indian English. The 
language identification performance is analyzed   varying 
number of mixture components and test duration is shown in 
Fig.5. For each language multiple LID systems are developed 
with varying the number of mixture components from 16 to 
128 as shown in Fig.4. The average performance of the three 
test cases of five languages LID system is shown in Table.1. 
The table it is noticed that the performance of LID system is 
increased the number of mixture components are increased. 
When the number of mixture components is 128, the LID 
system performance is high. The LID performance is also 
increased when the test speech duration is increased from 
3sec to 10sec.  

 

Fig.5: The five language GMM based LID performance 
for varying length of mixture components and test 

duration. 

Table.1: The five language GMM based LID 
performance for varying length of mixture components 

and test duration. 
Langu
age 

  16mixtures  32 mixtures 64 mixtures  128 
mixtures 

Time in Sec 
 

Time in Sec 
 

Time in Sec 
 

Time in Sec 
 

3 5 1
0 

3 5 1
0 

3 5 1
0 

3 5 1
0 

Hindi 4
8 

5
2 

55 5
1 

5
2 

57 6
1 

6
3 

6
7 

6
3 

6
9 

7
2 

Kand
a 

4
4 

4
5 

48 4
6 

4
8 

51 5
6 

5
8 

6
2 

5
8 

6
2 

6
6 

Telug
u 

4
2 

4
4 

49 4
6 

4
6 

50 5
5 

5
7 

6
1 

6
0 

6
3 

6
7 

Tamil 4
6 

5
1 

51 4
5 

4
9 

53 5
7 

5
9 

6
0 

5
8 

6
1 

6
3 

Englis
h 

4
5 

4
8 

52 4
7 

5
0 

54 5
6 

5
8 

6
0 

6
1 

6
5 

6
7 

Avg 4
4 

4
8 

51 4
7 

4
9 

53 5
7 

5
9 

6
2 

6
0 

6
4 

6
7 

 

b. New Feature Based GMM-UBM LID System  

The language identification performance of five languages 
Hindi, Kanda, Telugu, Tamil and Indian English for varying 
number of mixture components and test duration. For each 
language multiple LID systems are developed with varying 
the number of mixture components from 64 to 512 as shown 
in Fig.6. The lid performance is increased when the number 

of mixture components is also increased. The average 
performance of the all the test cases of five languages 
GMM-UBM based LID system is shown in table.2. From the 
table.2 it is clearly evident that the performance of present 
GMM-UBM based LID system  is superior when compared 
to base line GMM based LID system. The improvement is 
due to the usage of a large number of mixture components in 
the GMM-UBM LID system. It is also noticed in the training, 
GMM-UBM based LID system  require very less amount of 
training data when compared to conventional GMM based 
LID system. 

 

Fig.6:The five language GMM-UBM based LID 
performance for varying length of Gaussian components 

and test duration 

Table.2:The five language GMM-UBM based LID 
performance for varying length of Gaussian components 

and test duration 

Langu
age 

64mixtures 128 mixtures 256mixtures 512mixtures 

Time in Sec 
 

Time in Sec 
 

Time in Sec 
 

Time in Sec 
 

3 5 
1
0 

3 5 
1
0 

3 5 
1
0 

3 5 
1
0 

Hindi 
6
7 

7
1 

7
5 

7
0 

7
4 

8
0 

7
2 

7
5 

8
1 

7
4 

7
7 

8
3 

Kand
a 

6
4 

6
9 

7
3 

6
8 

7
2 

7
7 

6
9 

7
3 

7
8 

7
3 

7
5 

7
8 

Telug
u 

6
3 

6
8 

7
2 

6
7 

6
9 

7
3 

6
8 

7
2 

7
7 

7
1 

7
4 

7
9 

Tamil 
6
6 

7
0 

7
4 

6
9 

7
1 

7
4 

7
0 

7
1 

7
5 

7
7 

7
7 

8
0 

Englis
h 

6
5 

6
7 

7
1 

6
6 

6
9 

7
6 

7
1 

7
4 

7
9 

7
0 

7
2 

8
5 

Avg 
6
5 

6
9 

7
3 

6
8 

7
1 

7
6 

7
0 

7
3 

7
8 

7
1 

7
5 

8
1 

V. CONCLUSION 

In the present work the importance of GMM-UBM modeling 
for language identification (LID)  task for Indian languages 
are explored using new set of feature vectors. The slight 
variations in phonotactic information exist among Indian 
languages. The variations effectively captured using 
Gaussian. The conventional GMM based LID system  require 
more number of mixture components to capture slight 
variation in phonotactic information imparted by the 
language for training. To train GMM LID system with more 
number of mixture components requires large amount of 
speech training data.  
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To get this large amount of   training data for Indian 
languages is tedious task. In GMM–UBM based LID system, 
to training model offers a solution to overcome such a 
problem. In this approach certain amount of data is pooled to 
develop the universal background model (UBM) with large 
number of mixture components and from this UBM model 
the GMM language specific models are created. The 
conventional GMM based LID system for five languages are 
developed with varying number of mixture components such 
as 16, 32, 64 and 128 and the language identification 
performance is analyzed  for different test duration. The five 
language GMM-UBM LID system is also developed with 
varying the number of mixture components such as 
128,256,512 and 1024. The Here GMM-UBM LID system 
with more number of mixture components developed with 
minimum amount of training data. The LID performance of 
proposed GMM-UBM based LID system is superior 
compared to GMM based LID system. This is due to usage of 
GMM-UBM based modeling technique. 
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